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Hauntingly beautiful music for the Undead. An album emphasizing the blatantly honest emotions that

Western culture denies. Raw and unadulterated feelings with no social standards attached. 5 MP3 Songs

ROCK: Acoustic, ROCK: Goth Details: 3 CDs for $15! Buy TyLean's debut EP, "When All Else Fails," and

two other albums by any other participating artist for just $15.  Pennsylvanian recording artist TyLean has

been shocking Metal and Gothic audiences alike with perhaps the least shocking form of music.

Performing alone with her piano and cello, some may not consider her a quintessential Goth, but her

music holds a dark and fascinating quality all the same. Sterling Koch wrote in the PA Musician, TyLean

is a not-so-angry Tori Amos playing at Enyas funeral.  Being an entity of diversity, TyLean is recording

her second, and first full length, album titled Thus Far. Thus Far is part of a project called 22 Morbid, the

name of her one woman band that specializes in concept albums of the macabre. Thus Far tells of the

experiences of the character Rain, who is so disgusted with the thought of both life and death that she

seeks a Vampire to save her from herself. While recording and manufacturing details are underway on

the concept album, TyLean is still performing, promoting, and writing music for her solo career.  With a

strong background in theatre and music, it is not surprising that this recording artist would find a home in

the world of fictitious concept albums. Always a driven individual, TyLean has made many sacrifices and

pilgrimages in the name of her career. Her vast accomplishments range from being a top 20 finalist in the

Jr. Miss Pennsylvania Pageant to earning her A.S. in Business and B.A. in Music Audio/Video Recording.

Her proudest accomplishment, however, was the release of her independent, debut EP, When All Else

Fails.  TyLean plans to return to school in the future for her M.A. in either film or ethnomusicology. One of

her life long dreams is to compose film scores, and she is already seeking a music publisher to have her

current material placed in films. She also plans on writing many more solo and 22 Morbid albums. Some

of the concept albums in the future will include tales of serial killers and psychic phenomenons.  As if

recording one album wasnt challenging enough, TyLean has been writing and recording a second full

length album titled Between 10 and 2" while recording Thus Far. She plans to release both full length

albums simultaneously in March of 2007.
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